
Developed and utilized a broad design and advisory toolkit to work with global clients 
across many industries and phases of development. Examples of work include:

Conducted in-home and on-site ethnographic interviews with Lymphoma patients and 
doctors to identify gaps in the Cancer care continuum and improve health outcomes.

Analyzed existing municipal deconstruction policies and compiled a recommendation 
guide for the City of Ithaca to consider deconstruction legislation.

Guided comprehensive redesign of a well-known appliance brand’s product portfolio 
and developed one product line to full-scale production prototype.

Created visual media to communicate the benefits of building deconstruction and 
material reuse. Completed one public exhibition with another in development.

Research Assistant working primarily within the CR0WD Network (circularity, reuse, 
and zero waste development) to further salvage, reuse and deconstruction policy to 
combat waste in the built environment in New York State. Examples of work include:

Pursuing an education in Planning to complement my design background with a 
historic and contemporary understanding of place, policy, and inequity with hopes 
of contributing to a more just future. Academic emphasis on understanding material 
streams and combating waste.

One of six graduating students awarded Presidential Leadership Medal of Excellence for 
scholarship, leadership, character, and service as selected by the University President.

Organized a network of University of Cincinnati students working weekly in local art 
classrooms to amplify young creativity, better connect University to city and increase 
representation in design. Since 2015, 150+ students and 5 schools have participated.

Ongoing support for a non-profit working to combat a complex global secondhand 
clothing supply chain wreaking environmental havoc in Ghana.

Underwent in-depth compost education through the Cornell Cooperative Extension and 
now share knowledge and promote composting throughout Tompkins County, NY.

senior designer, 2019-2020 | designer, 2018 | junior designer, 2017 | design intern, fall 2016

graduate research assistant, fall 2021 - present

2021 - 2023 (expected) master of regional planning

2012 - 2017 b.s. industrial design, cincinnatus scholar

founder, president, remote advisor, 2016-2021

adobe suite

microsoft suite

graphic design ethnographic research

solidworks 3d

data analysis

gis mapping

hand + digital sketching

economic impact analysis
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work experience

design internships

wyetham.com

608.333.8425

am.wyeth@gmail.com

mckinsey & company  |  chicago, illinois

herbst produkt  |  santa cruz, california  |  spring 2016

cornell university - just places lab  |  ithaca, new york

brigada design  |  zagreb, croatia  |  summer 2015

fossil group  |  dallas, texas  |  fall 2014

techtronic industries  |  anderson, sc  |  spring 2014

cornell university

university of cincinnati

design in mind  |  cincinnati, ohio

the or foundation  |  accra, ghana

master composters  |  ithaca, new york

education

skills

volunteer work


